How to Use DIDsign
Before you begin, you need a Sporran wallet and an on-chain DID. (In the future other wallets
will support on-chain DIDs on the KILT blockchain, and the process may differ slightly in those
wallets.)
If you don’t already have these, follow our guides to setting up Sporran and upgrading to an
on-chain DID.
Please note: upgrading to an on-chain DID requires a deposit of 2 KILT and a small transaction
fee (currently less than 0.01 KILT). This deposit remains on your account and is unlocked if you
later delete your on-chain DID.
Once you have your wallet and on-chain DID, you’re all set to go!

Signing Files
Step 1: Go to DIDsign
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Step 2: Drag & drop the files you want to sign into the dropzone, or add from files stored on
your device.

You can add as many files as you wish, of any type.
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Step 3: Click the blue “SIGN” button below the files.
This will trigger your Sporran wallet to pop up.

Step 4: Sign the files with your on-chain DID by:
●
●

Entering your Sporran password [a] and
Clicking “Sign” [b]

The first time you use DIDsign a request from Sporran will pop up asking you to authorize
access. You can do this by clicking “Yes, allow this application access”.
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Please note, no transaction fee is needed for signing.
After signing, your DIDsign signature will be added to the list of your files. [c]

Step 5: Save the signed file.
The easiest way to do that is to save the files and signature in one zip file by clicking “ZIP ALL
FILES” [d] This will zip the files and download them to your computer.
You also have the option to download and save your signature separately from the files by
clicking “SIGNATURE” [e]
That’s it!
You can now send your zip file for verification via any medium that supports zip files (email,
Telegram, WhatsApp, etc.) to anyone you choose.
Note, the first time you share a file with the recipient you will also need to share your unique DID
so they can confirm you are the signer.
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DIDsign also integrates verification of credentials issued by trusted entities such as SocialKYC,
adding extra layers of security to the signed files. SocialKYC is an attestation service built on
KILT that confirms ownership of your accounts (email, Twitter, Discord, GitHub) after you prove
that you control them.
If users choose to make some of these credentials public, by exposing them via service
endpoints of their DID, recipients will have more evidence about who signed the file than in
Web2 solutions.
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Future versions of DIDsign will include the ability to:
●
●
●

Include KILT credentials directly in a signed file
Add a unique name to your DID
Self-attest timestamps anchored on the KILT blockchain at the time of signing.

Verifying is free and the verifier doesn’t need a DID or Sporran wallet. They just need to go to
DIDsign.io and add your zip file in the verifier section, following the process outlined below:

Verifying Files
Go to DIDsign.io
Click the “VERIFY” area (top right)
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Drag & drop the files you want to verify into the dropzone or add from files stored on your
computer.

If the file matches the signature and has not been changed since it was signed, the signature
shows a green check mark next to each file, and next to “Verification” under the list of files.

It also displays the on-chain DID that signed the file (which can be checked against the sender’s
DID) and any additional information that the owner of the DID has linked to it.
Verification will fail if:
● The signature wasn’t included in the zip file.
● The signature doesn’t match. This will occur if the incorrect DID was included in the file,
or if the files have been changed in any way since signing.
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Note, the browser does not store data: all verified files are deleted from the browser when it is
closed at the end of the session.

Same file, different signatures
Multiple people can also use DIDsign to sign the same document separately, and verify that it
was signed. For example, if one contract needs to be approved by several parties, each party
can sign it and send their signature to the others. The document can then be checked against
each signature, showing that each party signed the document in its original form.
To do this:
● The document owner sends the document to all parties who need to sign.
● Each party signs the document following the instructions above.
● Each party downloads and saves their signature file. [f]
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●
●

Each party sends their signature file to the document owner.They may also choose to
add their name to the file, eg, signature_christine.didsign.
The owner can then verify each signature individually against the original document.

If any changes were made to the document, the signature will not be valid.
That’s it!
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